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ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Welcome to "Arts and Africa". This is Alex Tetteh- Lartey and 
in this programme we'll be discussing a recent conference on 
Afri•an culture which was held in Accra, Ghana. 

SIGNATURE TUNE 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

UNESCO .... the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organisation has started holding a series of conferences on 
regional culture around the world. The fourth of these confereL
ces - on the Culture of Africa - was held recently in the Ghanaiar1 
capital, Accra. Writers and artists from about forty African 
countries attended the conference and the delegates also included 
representatives cf various international bodies like PEN - the 
worldwide organisation of poets, playwrights, editors, essayists 
and novelists. Later in the programme ·I'll be talking to two 
writers about the value and relevance of such conferences to 
Africa. But first, let's ask one of the people who attended the 
conference, Peter Elstob, the international secretary of PEN to 
tell us what main issues were discussed in Accra. 

PETER ELSTOB: 

Well, the main issue really was the assertion or the search for 
a cultural identity. As you will undoubtedly know better than 
I, immediately following independence most African countries 
were concerned with economics, and it's only within the last five 
years or so that they've realised that culture is a particularly 
important matter and naturally, when they l ooked at lt they rea
lised that a great deal of damage had been done to national cul
tures by the idea that the European nations brought: that there 
was only one culture, which was their own. In their rejection of 
European influence and European culture in my opinion they perhaps 
attempted to throw the baby out with the bathwater. Whereas I 
couldn't agree more that a national culture is tremendously i mp
ortant, I think that we must all share each others culture. But 
one can very well understand that when the objective is to rein
state a national culture, to revive tradi tionnl values which h~;_v 'c: 
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been neglected, misunderstood, that it is very important. And 
I was a bit surprised to find that most of the discussion in the 
first two dnys, did seem to te.ke the form of speakers repenting 
their condemnation of the bad effects of the colonial period, 
which I don't deny for a minute. I felt that for people to come 
from all parts of Africa, to sit down and discuss their culture 
it is a bit of a waste of time, to talk to each other on subjects 
upon which they all agree, nnd I did in fact, when I was allowed 
to, tell the Conference this. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

ELSTOB: 

When they talked about the culture, do you mean they discussed 
the culture only in so far as it's· reflected in plays, in writ
ings generally? 

No, in fact that was probably the least amount, because the 
culture that they felt was most important to Afr ica was much more 
the plastic arts, carving, printing of materials, the use of 
colours, the use of clay, music of course, and the attempts to 
get back to African music, and of course in the world of art to 
realise that Africa never pursued the illusion of attempting to 
produce reality, something which has only been realised in this 
century, the value of the understanding of abstract art and so 
really reading and writing and drama came f3irly far down the 
list. I was interested in one African who told me that it's not 
so much there's a dearth cf writers, there's a ·dearth of readers, 
and he was not talking about the degree of literacy; he was talk
ing about the lack of reading among literate Africans ·. who hE: said 
do their reading to pass their exRms., having passed their exams 
confine most of their r~ading to keeping up in their subject and 
to reading the Press •. I remarked there was nothing unique about 
that, it hRppens in Europe too. 

-TETTEH-LARTEY: 

ELSTOB: 

So in a way you were disappointed that this Conference didn't 
talk about the subject in which you are particularly interested, 
in which your organisation is particularly interested. 

There is a naturr.i.l' suspicion of any European-based _organisation 
and I sensed this when I spoke to the Conference, and I tried 
to allay their snspicions. If I may I did point out to them onE: 
of the articles of the .Charter which PEN, with eighty centres 
and eight thousand writers, . thrrughout the world, and we do have 
to do something concrete·, every one of us he,s to slt:gn a charter 
in which we say that we will pledfe ourselves to do our utmost 
to dis_pel race, class and hational hatred and to champion the 
ideal .. of one humanity living in peace in one world. Well I thinl[ 

· this he~ped a bit. One or two people said that they thought th8t 
was well-expressed. .I tried to say that really the ideals which 
they were talking ab.out were really very close to our own. 
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TETTEH-LARTEY: 

ELSTOB: 

And did you find there was any common identity to the culture 
of the African countries which attended? 

Well, yes I think so. I was able to see one or two African 
writers that I have met at other PEN Conferences, notably Wole 
Soyinka who wo.s editing "Transition" and who was in Ghana, in 
Accra and in State Ho-use and who played a pr.eminent part thero. 
I also met people of the st2,ture of i\1r. Kapa Mern;;~th who every 
day put on an exhibition, either of a film or of .objects ill
ustrating aspects of mostly sub-Saharan African art and as 2t 
most of these conferences, as I' m sure you know if you've been 
to them, the really valuable contacts are made outside . the hall, 
when you speak to people, when you're eating or drinking with 
them e.f terwarda. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

ELSTOB: 

Do you think the Conference on the whole w~s successful? 

Well, yes I think so. I think the reason 1kt was successful is 
because it brought together people who hs.dn' t all so. t down tog
e ·~her srnd made them realise that they had o. common problem. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Th~nk you very much Peter. I have with me here two well-known 
Africnn writers, first the GhanoiQn Cameron Duodu and then 
Nuruddin Farnh from Somalia. Cameron you'v~ just heard whnt 
Peter said about the Conference. Have you any comments to make 
on nny of the points he's raised? 

CAMERON DUODU: 

Well~ I'm never really surprised to hear that these confeiences 
take place under. the auspices of organisations like UffESCO, and 
that soµ1e _of us do not hear of them until they've actually to.ken 
place. It shows you how relevant UNESCO and. other organisations 
of that sort are. Beceuse I'm .not only a writer, but I deal in 
the media, and I never heard a,nything about this until it took 
place. But that i ·s ·only nn elementary criticism. The thing tho.t 
worries me most about these conferences is _that it is carrying 
t~e message to the converted. ~he greatest amount of work that 
has to be done to help create a universal feeling among men, must 
be done in North America and Europe where very powerful media 
have been absolutely perverted day in day out towards just winnin'.. 
one image, and that image is one of the 'third world' person, 
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through advertisements, represent3tion through Asian films made 
in Hollywood and other things, constantly awaken a certain anger 
in the black man fortuitously, for absolutely mo purpose what.
soever, just sitting in your hotel room watching the television 
and there comes "Tarzan" in 1975. Now these are things that 
must be done because the pe·ople who are being insulted are going 
back home to take up important positions and you cannot wipe 
their background clean when they get there, suddenly they are no 
longer angry, they are t aking decisions affecting whole countries, 
whole continents, but the subconscious that they've built up 
over the years can be forgotten now they are urbane crentures 
who can meet at every level with all sorts of people • . Therefore 
holding these conferences in African countries, in third world 
countries seems to me to ·be a complete wast8 of time bec2use 
qui±e clearly, from my own experience it is the exposure of the 
modern African to Europe e.nd America tho. t really lt:s creating 3. 
lot of problems for all of us who really believe in universal 
humanity. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

ELSTOB: 

Yes Cameron. Peter just said that he thought trying to bring 
bGck the African to his own culture, or rather the effort by tho 
African to r emember his culture is importnnt, but he thinks thQt 
too much emphasis is being placed on this aspect of culture. He 
thinks that we should concern ourselves more, or prob~bly ev~n
tually more, with international culture. Am I right Peter? 

Yes, still, stressing the importance of your own culture of cours6 . 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

DUODU: 

Well, what do you think about that? 

Well, you connot really delineate where humo.n beings' renctions 
should end nnd begin. The person who is reacting ~g2inst cen
turies of being told that he has no cmlture, nnd that in order to 
become a human being he should embrace some other culture, is ; 
not suddenly_going to say "O .K. I've had enough, five years of 
telling myself th~t I have a· culture is enough, 'now I'm going to 
open my eyes". This is the whole distortion of the human spirit 
that the evil system r•m talking about has created. It is a .e:om
plete distortion because it doesn't .allow the human being himself 
to come through. He has been presented with a certain area of 
operation that really traps him and makes him very limited as~ 
humnn being. This is what is wrong, and we should r .ecognis e it so 
that we can attack it. Once it is no longer relevnnt, then we 
no longer need to worry about it, but at the moment it is very 
relevant, 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Well Nuruddin, can I come to you? Whnt do you think about this 
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issue? 

NURUDDIN FARAH: 

DUODU: 

I was interested in hearing Peter make a mention of the topic 
which took a great deal of the tim~ of the partici~ants of that 
Conference, which is the condemnation of the colonial past, 
which ironically again enabled them to meet under the umbrella 
under which they all met in Accra. Now it so happens thnt often 
one meets ones own countrymen, the famous ones or the others 
outside one's own country. Usually who.t happens is that we mc~t 
in Europe, we meet in Moscow, we meet in say I met most of the 
other African writers in London, Moscow, other plnces. Now I 
think to really be able to talk about African culture one must 
divide Africa into certain different regions and sections, end 
you f~nd for example that in north-east Africa one shares much 
more with say the Indian sub Continent or the Middle East, rathe2· 
than with one's Kenyan neighbours. The first time I saw a West 
African was in 1963, but I'd seen a European when I was four 
years old. So unless there is this inter-communal contact betwsen 
peoples of Africa and between peoples of Asia, between peoples of 
Europe themselves, unless we know one another first, and unless 
I know what the Ghanaian is up to, what the Somali is up to, we 
can't have a cemmon interpretation of our own cultures thnt 
would be r epresentative of the masses of the people in say Sem2li~ 
and in Gh2n3. Now the ones obv~ously in UNESCO or any other 
organisation would try to put them all into one bag nnd see wh~t 
comes out of that bag, sometimes there is chaos and sometimes 
there is as he said what happens outside t he conference hnll is 
very stimulating and very interesting. This was of course a 
matter of great pride and a tremendous help to the way the con
ference went, and I mean it really did have a very strongly 
African feeling about it because the principal representative 
at UNESCO was an African, and not only an Afric3n but a m~n who 
had as a boy tended his father's sheep until he was seven, eight 
years old, who g0t his baccalauren.t in Paris at the age of twenty
seven and who is a man of sophistication and leorning. Therefor . 
when I heard the delegate from Malnwi , for ex':l.mple; say: "In 
Malawi we do not want our youth exposed to decadent European 
culture and we protect them from it", Malawi Broadcasting Assoc
iation broadfasts only the traditional Malawi music and we have 
travelling theatre companies performing only plays based on trad
itional folklore, it seemed to me that this is an impossible 
situation. You can't protect the youth from decadent European 
music, from pop. I mean you've got to let them listen to it and 
decide that they don't like it, or that they do. I may be wrong 
but my feeling is that you can't freeze culture. 

Well this is the t rouble with organisations like UNESCO, if I may 
say so, because most probably this chap who went and said th2t ie 
only involved in the arts as a bureaucrat from the Ministry of 
Educa tion and Culture. Well, when you get people of that sort 
coming to lay down the law you get this sort of thing. Well, it 1 8 

all gone already but next time, and you are involved in an int8r
•ational organisation of writers and artists and so on, t he peo~l 
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who are creating are the people who should be 
one another, instead of the bureaucrnts, with 
who don lot of very good work, but after the 
ends up on the files. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

brought to meet 
nll due respect, 
conference it 211 

Gentlemen: Peter Elstob, Cameron Duodu, Nuruddin F~r~h, thank 
you very much indeed. 
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